Music

Cooking
- Cook a product that would require a package
- Investigate different styles of packaging and design packaging that is appropriate for the product but is environmentally friendly and attractive to the consumer

DT

Science
Forces [including magnetism]
gravity
friction
push/pull
magnets - attract/repel

Animals [including humans]
nutrition
food groups

Geography
Look at key weather patterns and climates
How rain/snow is formed
Natural disasters - drought, flooding, volcanic explosions and earthquakes

PE
Dance
- Develop a knowledge of basic dance actions
- Memorise and perform longer routines
- Explore different styles of dance
Activities
- Simple problem solving in groups, pairs and individually
- Communicate ideas to solve difficult challenges
- Develop stamina and aerobic endurance.

Computing
Coding - repetition, sequence and debug
Web design - evaluate content, design a page
Audio - composition and sequencing

French
Weather - simple phrases and questions
How to tell the time
Food - what I eat each day
Meal time phrases
Culture - breakfast in France

Cooking
- Simple problem solving in groups, pairs and individually
- Communicate ideas to solve difficult challenges
- Develop stamina and aerobic endurance.

DT

Science

Geography

Art
- Landscapes
- Artists - Turner, Van Gogh
- Weather, sky and cloud formation
- Colour and tone
- Watercolours/wash/colour bleeding

RE
What is it like for someone to follow God?
Looking at how Christians believe that promises and following God might make a difference in the world today
How do festivals and worship show what matters to a Muslim?
Understanding aspects of Ibadah - prayer, fasting and celebrating.
Make links between the muslim idea of living in harmony with the creator and the need for all people to live in harmony with each other in the world today

Weather and natural disasters
Year 3 and 4
Spring terms 3 and 4